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care and love. Nevertheless, and especially if they were
alone, he realized that her remarks and her interference
were often out of place. He would turn on her and cut her
short in so emphatic a manner that she dared neither
contradict nor apologize. But he cared for her too much not
to be sorry immediately. Sometimes she would come in
and say : " Niuncio, you must come and have something
to eat" and would compel him to go into another room ;
or else she would ask all the ministers to come across into
her room and have some food. Nothing but love and
traditional hospitality prompted her actions, but rumours
about these actions would be spread about the cafes of
Warsaw, and in the most distorted forms. Only few in-
dividuals knew the real motives of her actions. Yet any
cafS-gossiper felt entitled to judge her by deeds existing
merely in his own imagination. Her only interests were
her husband's well-being and her charities. Even her
social duties she performed only if one of her two interests
in life required them; otherwise she did not care for enter-
taining the wives of her husband's ministers, or for being
amiable to women who had social ambitions. Therefore
in those circles, too, stories were invented about her.
Others who sought revenge by inventing calumnies were
those whom she prevented from seeing her husband. It
was most important that the Prime Minister should not be
overwhelmed by the many petitioners who sought to obtain
a hearing, and Mme Paderewska was a most efficient guard
in such circumstances. In time, however, that habit made
her antagonistic to any visitor who had ever been received
by the Prime Minister without her previous knowledge.
When PaderewskL's attention was drawn by some iriends to
a young pianist to whom his advice might have been of
decisive importance, he impulsively asked to see the young
man at once. The pianist arrived and played. Paderewski
was much interested, and was just starting to talk to him,
when Mme Helena, who had not been consulted about the
visitor, entered the room. She took in the situation at a
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